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Interests of Amicus Curiae

The Association of Village Council Presidents (AVCP) is an inter-tribal non-profit 

consortium. It is based in Bethel, Alaska, and is controlled by 56 federally-recognized 

tribes. AVCP provides human, social, and other culturally relevant services to its 

member tribes, which are located in villages throughout the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta in 

an area of approximately 59,000 square miles. AVCP’s member villages are located in 

the Bethel subsection of the Fourth Judicial District, where residents of communities 

routinely called for jury service are 66 percent Alaska Native, but residents of 

communities sometimes or never called for jury service are 92 percent Alaska Native.1 2 

More than half of AVCP’s member villages are completely excluded from jury service.

The American Civil Liberties Union of Alaska Foundation (ACLU of Alaska) is 

an Alaska non-profit corporation dedicated to advancing the cause of civil liberties in 

Alaska. Since 1971, it has fulfilled its mission through public education and strategic 

impact litigation, in which it represents itself and others to defend, preserve, and expand 

the constitutional rights of all Alaskans under the United States and Alaska Constitutions. 

ACLU of Alaska is an affiliate of the American Civil Liberties Union, a national 

organization, with an historic interest in racial justice and fair representation on juries.3

1 At. Br. Appx. D at 14.
2 Compare At. Br. Appx. D at 7-9 with ASS’N OF VILLAGE COUNCIL PRESIDENTS, 
YK Region Info, http://www.avcp.org/about-us/yk-region-info/.
3 See, £.g., Brief of Amicus Curiae, Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado, No. 15-606 (U.S. 
Supreme Court argued Oct. 11, 2016) (addressing racial discrimination injury selection);
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ACLU of Alaska has thousands of members statewide, including some who live in 

communities where they are ineligible to serve on a jury.

Introduction

Alaska currently excludes more than 150 rural and predominantly Alaska Native 

communities from jury service due to policies that prioritize cost savings and court 

efficiencies.4 Amici are sensitive to the State’s budget troubles and recognize that cost

saving measures are a legitimate government interest. But Amici agree with the 

Appellant that cost savings alone are not sufficient governmental objectives under an 

equal protection or due process analysis, particularly when an important individual 

interest is infringed by deliberate government action.5 Because the right to serve on a 

jury is an important right, the State should not be permitted to prioritize court system 

financial efficiency at the expense of Alaska’s most rural citizens - particularly when 

there are cost-effective ways of allowing all Alaskans to be included as jurors.

Brief of Amicus Curiae, Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin, 133 S. Ct. 2411 (2013) 
(No. 14-981), 2015 WL 6754973 (addressing affirmative action as a racial justice issue); 
Application for Leave to File Amicus Curiae Brief, Velasquez v. Centrome, Inc., 233 Cal. 
App. 4th 1191 (Cal. App. 2015) (No. B247080), 2014 WL 2815503 (supporting right of 
undocumented immigrant-litigant to an unbiased jury).
4 At. Br. Appx. D at 15.
5 See At. Br. 22 & n.60, citing Herrick's Aero-Auto-Aqua Repair Serv. v. State, 754 
P.2d 1111, 1114 (Alaska 1988) (“Although reducing costs to taxpayers or consumers is a 
legitimate government goal in one sense, savings will always be achieved by excluding a 
class of persons from benefits they would otherwise receive. Such economizing is 
justifiable only when effected through independently legitimate distinctions.”) (quoting 
Alaska Pacific Assurance Co. v. Brown, 678 P.2d 264, 272 (Alaska 1984)).
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1

Appellant comprehensively addressed the constitutional rights of criminal 

defendants and the correlative rights of rural residents who are excluded from jury 

service. Amici support, but will not repeat, the arguments. In Part I below, Amici 

provide historical context for the State’s exclusion of more than 30 percent of Alaska’s 

Native population from jury service.6 Part II supplements Appellant’s equal protection 

analysis with some additional case law that reinforces the importance of the right to 

participate as a juror, meaning that the State may justify excluding so many Alaska 

Natives from jury service only by establishing that the classifications making people 

ineligible for jury duty serve an important governmental interest, and the means chosen 

are closely related to achieving that interest.

Appellant properly speaks both for himself, as a criminal defendant entitled to a 

jury that represents the cross-section of his community, and for those members of the 

community who are denied the opportunity to serve as jurors. Amici speak directly for 

the individuals deprived of the right to participate in the criminal justice system as jurors 

and not just as defendants.

See At. Br. Appx. D at 15.
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Discussion

I. ALASKA’S CENTRALIZED JUSTICE SYSTEM DISENFRANCHISES A
LARGE PERCENTAGE OF THE ALASKA NATIVE POPULATION.

A. Intra-state commissions and reports have studied Alaska’s centralized 
justice system and recommended substantive changes to better include 
rural communities.

In Alaska, most state programs and functions - including the courts - are 

centralized and operate almost exclusively from urban areas and designated hub 

communities. The centralization results from the effort to “reduce costs and avoid 

inconvenience to judges and lawyers.”7 The cost of centralization is reduced 

involvement by rural residents. The Alaska court system has “grappled with the problem 

of court service to and participation by rural Alaska” in the state’s legal system for 

decades.8

In the mid-1970s, court administrative committees, including “[t]he chief justice 

and bush prosecutors, public defenders, academics, magistrates^] and trial judges[,] 

pondered the way that the then acknowledged gap between the bush and urban Alaska 

would be bridged by the court system.”9 * They focused (1) on establishing new trial court 

locations or traveling circuit courts, and (2) on extending jury service to all residents of

7 Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, REPORT OF THE Alaska SUPREME COURT
Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access (hereinafter “1997 Fairness & 
Access Report”) 48 (Oct. 31, 1997), available at
http://www.ajc.state.ak.us/reports/faimess.pdf.
8 Alaska Public Interest Research Group, Juror Exclusion Project
(hereinafter “AKPIRG JUROR EXCLUSION PROJECT”) 2 (Nov. 1995) [provided as an
Appendix to this brief, with page numbers added for easier reference].
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Alaska, including those in rural communities.10 As part of those discussions, “the court 

administration emphasized that practical considerations of costs and logistics . . . were 

relevant factors in the matter of deciding where trials were to be held and from which 

communities jurors would be selected.”11 Although “[r]ural participation in state legal 

process as jurors and not defendants, victims[,] and witnesses only was deemed 

essential,” the discussions resulted only in two new service areas for trial courts in Bethel 

and Barrow, with no substantive changes for potential jurors residing in rural Alaska.12 

Jury pools were expanded slightly, but communities more than thirty miles from a 

courthouse in the Third Judicial District and more than fifty miles from a courthouse in 

the rest of the state continued to be excluded from jury service.13 In addition, some 

communities within the geographic limits were deemed by presiding judges too 

expensive to include for jury selection, so residents of those areas also were excluded.14 

As one independent review of the court system’s continued centralization concluded, 

“considerations of travel costs and expense ha[ve] resulted in effective blacklisting of 

many Alaska communities and their citizens from participation in the jury process.”15

The consequences of Alaska’s centralized justice system for Alaska’s Native and 

rural population have remained a deep concern for countless commissions over the

Id.. at 2-3.
13 Id. at 3.
14 Id. at 3, 5.
15 Id. at 3.
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intervening forty years. Most importantly, the Alaska Supreme Court Advisory 

Committee on Fairness and Access spent twenty months in 1996-1997 investigating how 

to make Alaska’s courts more inclusive and responsive to racial and ethnic minorities.16 17 18 

The Committee and its subcommittees recognized that the effect of centralization “is to 

remove local cases from rural areas, to limit access to the court by local residents and to 

make it expensive and difficult for them to participate. As a result, “[ujrban residents 

have far more access to justice system services than village residents”; “[o]ne-fourth of

1RAlaskans” live outside the “reach of many court system services.”

Centralization of Alaska’s justice system is cost effective, but it erodes the 

public’s faith in the courts because it limits the public’s “understanding of what the court 

system does.”19 When court proceedings are held only in urban or hub communities and 

residents of villages are excluded from jury service, a rural Alaskan has no opportunity to 

engage with the state court criminal justice system except as a defendant, victim, or 

witness to a crime.20 As the Jury Composition Subcommittee recognized, “[rjural 

residents often feel removed from the operation of the law and have little chance for input

2007 Status Report of the Alaska Supreme Court Fairness and Access 
Implementation Committee (hereinafter “2007 Status Report”) 1 (March 6, 2007), 
available at http://courts.alaska.gov/appellate/docs/fairaccess2007.pdf.
17 Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, 1997 Fairness & ACCESS Report at 48.
18 Rural Access to the Court System Subcommittee finding, 1997 Fairness & 
Access Report at ix, 104-06.
19 Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, 1997 Fairness & ACCESS REPORT at 48.
20 . See Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS REPORT at 
49 (for those who are isolated “by language, culture, or distance, it is difficult to learn 
how the justice system works”).
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21in legal matters that concern their villages.” As a result of their isolation and exclusion 

from participation, “[m]any state residents see the court system as a remote, intimidating, 

and unfathomable institution.”* 22 The problem is particularly acute for ethnic and cultural 

minorities, especially “Native Alaskans from rural areas.”23

As of 1997, when the Fairness and Access Report was released, the court system 

excluded more than 125 villages from jury service.24 This exclusion “results in jury 

pools with fewer Native Alaskans, not representative of the local population.”25 Further, 

lack of opportunity to participate in state courts leads to distrust: “Many citizens believe 

that the justice system as a whole is unfair to ethnic and cultural groups;” in consequence, 

“some members of the public have lost confidence in the system.”26 As the 

Consumer/User Subcommittee noted, “this perception undermines the effectiveness of 

the court’s work.”27

Jury Composition Subcommittee recommendation, 1997 Fairness & ACCESS 
Report at 86.
22 Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, 1997 Fairness & Access Report at ix, 
48.

Id. at 48 (discussing the public comments and noting “Native Alaskans from rural 
areas made these comments most frequently”).
24 Jury Composition Subcommittee finding, 1997 Fairness & ACCESS REPORT at 82; 
see also AKPIRG JUROR EXCLUSION PROJECT AT 5 (“The result of these exclusions is to 
eliminate 128 communities and their residents from jury service.”).
25 Jury Composition Subcommittee recommendation, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS 
Report at 86.
26 Consumer/User Subcommittee findings and recommendations, 1997 FAIRNESS & 
Access Report at ix, 49,51.
27 Id. at ix.
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To address these problems, various subcommittees made recommendations that 

echoed suggestions considered by court committees in the mid-1970s: (1) establish more 

of a local presence by establishing additional trial court locations or traveling circuit 

courts, and (2) extend jury service to all residents of Alaska, including those in rural 

communities. The Consumer/User Subcommittee again recommended that the court 

system expand travel to rural areas to greater engage rural residents. The larger 

Committee agreed and prioritized an increased presence in rural communities, including 

circuit-riding judges. The Jury Composition Subcommittee recommended that the court 

system “expand the jury pool to include all communities in the state.” The full 

Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access declined to join this specific 

recommendation, and instead recommended only that the “presiding judge in each 

judicial district should identify ways to include as many residents as possible in the jury 

pool.”* 29 30 31

B. Five and ten years after the Alaska Supreme Court Advisory 
Committee on Fairness and Access report, court system centralization 
again was highlighted as a problematic civil rights issue.

The consequences of centralization identified by court committees in the mid-

1970s and again in 1997 - including the pervasive lack of understanding of the justice

See AKPIRG JUROR EXCLUSION PROJECT at 2 (describing the early 
recommendations).
29 Compare Consumer/User Subcommittee recommendation, 1997 FAIRNESS & 
ACCESS Report at 53 with Committee recommendations at x-xii, 13-15.
30 Jury Composition Subcommittee recommendation, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS 
Report at 86.
31 Committee recommendations, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS Report at x-xii.
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system and the perception that “Alaska Natives are treated unfairly by the courts5’ - were 

echoed in a fact-finding report of the Alaska Advisory Committee to the U.S. 

Commission on Civil Rights in 2002. The Alaska Advisory Committee reported to the 

federal Commission that rural “defendants are tried in state courts away from their 

villages55 and “are not afforded the right to a jury of their peers; often the jury pool only 

includes individuals who reside within a 50-mile radius of the courtroom, eliminating 

residents of remote villages.5’33 The Committee repeated the conclusion reached by the 

1997 Alaska Supreme Court Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access: that the 

exclusion of rural residents from jury service contributes to Alaska Natives “finding the 

courts intimidating to the point of being inaccessible.”34 The 2002 Committee wrote that 

it, too, was “concerned” that “there are no courts available in some rural areas; that trials 

for Alaska Natives are not before a jury of their peers because trials using the jury system 

are held in regional centers or large cities; and that there is a lack of public trust in the 

judicial system.” The 2002 Committee recommended that “[ejfforts should be made to 

enlarge the pool of qualified jurors so that all defendants have the opportunity to be tried 

before a jury of their peers” and observed that, “[bjecause of the geography of the state

Alaska Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 
Racism’s Frontier: The Untold Story of Discrimination and Division in Alaska 
41 (April 2002), available at http://www.usccr.gov/pubs/sac/ak0402/ak02.pdf.
33 id.
34 Mat 42.
35 Id. at 51-52.

9



and the location of rural villages, this requires a creative approach.”36 Moreover, the 

Committee acknowledged that the “concerns and complaints” concerning the 

centralization of Alaska’s court system “are not new” and that previously there had “been 

numerous studies, reports, and recommendations to deal with” such issues.37 38 The 2002 

Alaska Advisory Committee concluded its fact-finding mission with a charge to the state: 

“the Advisory Committee believes the state’s elected and appointed officials and 

employers must confront the concerns and deal with them. The Advisory Committee
*5 Q

agrees that it is time to implement action for constructive change.”

Despite this charge to act, when the Alaska Supreme Court requested a status 

report from its Fairness and Access Implementation Committee in 2007, that 

Committee’s report established that little had changed. For example, although the 1997 

Advisory Committee on Fairness and Access had prioritized increasing the court 

system’s presence in rural communities via expanded travel and circuit-riding judges,39 

ten years later, the Implementation Committee could not “quantify whether rural travel 

ha[d] increased.”40

Id. at 54 (Recommendation 3.7).
Id. at 52 (Recommendations).

38 Id.
39 See Committee recommendations, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS REPORT at x-xii, 
13-15; Consumer/User Subcommittee recommendation at 53.
40 2007 Status Report at 7.
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Progress similarly was limited with respect to the 1997 Committee’s 

recommendation to include as many residents as possible in the jury pool.41 The 

Implementation Committee described efforts in the intervening decade in the First, 

Second, and Fourth Judicial Districts to expand the jury pool by assigning each 

community to a trial site and then individually evaluating whether each village “must be 

excluded from the jury pool because the village is more than fifty miles from the trial 

site, inclusion of the village would not provide a jury that is truly a representative cross- 

section of the trial site, or the cost of transportation is unreasonable.”42 The 

Implementation Committee’s review “revealed that many villages had been excluded by 

mistake or because they had always been excluded even though there were no good 

grounds for the exclusion.”43 And even this review appears not to have meaningfully 

increased the number of villages called for jury duty. In 1997, the court system

Committee recommendations, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS REPORT at x-xii.
42 2007 Status Report at 20.
43 Id. The Implementation Committee noted that “one of the most valuable aspects” 
of the work to assign all communities to a trial location was that it would “provide clear 
guidance in the future when determining whether a village should be included in a trial 
site” and make “the process transparent” so that “[ajnyone questioning why a village was 
excluded [from jury service] could understand from the presiding judge’s order the 
reasons for the exclusion.” Id. It is not clear that these goals have been met, and, even if 
the process of assigning all communities to a fixed trial site has added consistency for 
where trials will occur, the assignment of villages to trial sites did not expand the jury 
pool or ensure that members of the community where a case arises will be eligible to 
serve as jurors.

11



“routinely excludefd] residents of 125 rural communities from jury service.”44 Today the 

number of excluded communities exceeds 150.45

C. The effects of Alaska’s centralized justice system are now the subject of 
national criticism.

Despite the series of studies and reports from the court system and independent 

commissions over the years, little, if anything, has been done to implement a substantive 

plan to increase rural Alaskans’ jury participation, and the problems with Alaska’s 

centralized justice system persist.

In 2013, the Indian Law and Order Commission (ILOC) levied harsh criticism at 

the centralized nature of Alaska’s justice system.46 The ILOC is an independent national 

advisory commission created by Congress in 201047 48 with a mission to “develop 

recommendations on necessary modifications and improvements to the justice systems at 

the Tribal, State, and Federal levels.” The Commission’s nine members traveled the 

country for two years and held hearings, meetings, and conversations with tribal, state,

Jury Composition Subcommittee findings, 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS REPORT at
82.
45 At. Br. Appx. D at 15.
46 Indian Law & Order Commission, A Roadmap for Making Native America 
Safer: Report to the President & Congress of the United States (hereinafter 
“ILOC REPORT”) i, iii (Nov. 2013), available at 
http://www.aisc.ucla.edu/iloc/report/index.html.
47 The ILOC was created by the Tribal Law and Order Act of 2010, P.L. 111-211, 
and was chaired by Troy Eid, former U.S. Attorney for Colorado under President George 
W. Bush.
48 ILOC Report at vi-vii.
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federal, non-profit, and other key stakeholders.49 Its work culminated in its nearly 300- 

page report to Congress. Though the Commission’s scope was nationwide, it dedicated 

an entire chapter of its report to Alaska’s justice system, in which it stated: “[T]he Indian 

Law and Order Commission’s opinion is that problems in Alaska are so severe and the 

number of Alaska Native communities affected are so large” that the “public safety issues 

in Alaska - and the law and policy at the root of those problems - beg to be addressed.”50 

The Commission’s findings and conclusions represent “the unanimous view of nine 

independent citizens, Republicans and Democrats alike: It is the Commission’s 

considered finding that Alaska’s approach to criminal justice issues is fundamentally on 

the wrong track.”51

The ILOC highlighted Alaska’s centralized law enforcement and justice system as 

a “critical concern” because “[tjhey do not serve local and Native communities 

adequately, if at all.”52 * The ILOC found that Alaska Natives in rural communities “have 

had relatively little say in the way crime and justice are addressed in their 

communities,” because the State exercises its criminal jurisdiction ‘‘through the 

provision of law enforcement and judicial services from a set of regional locations.”54 

This structure, the ILOC recognized, “is consistent with the overall organization of

49

50

51

52

53

54

Id. at v.
Id at 33.
Id at 42.
Id at 35.
Id at 47.
Id at 43.
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Alaska State government, which is more centralized than any other” state in the 

country.55 The ILOC found that “less attention is paid in Alaska than in other States to 

developing local capacity,”56 and that this history of centralization “has led to a dramatic 

under-provision of criminal justice services in rural and Native regions of the State.”57

While the ILOC particularly stressed decentralization of the criminal justice 

system as its proposed solution for getting more rural Natives involved in the system in 

constructive ways, another solution for increasing their involvement is to ensure that rural 

Natives are invited to participate in juries convened in hub communities. Having the 

opportunity to serve as a juror makes the state criminal justice system more 

comprehensible, less intimidating, and less “foreign.”58

The ILOC is not alone in recent years in calling for decentralization of the state 

justice system and recognizing the importance of involving rural residents. A 2014 report 

from the reconvened Alaska Commission on Rural Empowerment observed that 

“imposing on local people a legal system set up with no local input, and related rule- 

from-afar systems, mirrors the governmental structures of the colonial era.”59 In 

addition, in her 2013 State of the Judiciary address, former Chief Justice Dana Fabe

55 Id. at 45 (citing David Joulfaian and Michael L. Marlow, Centralization and 
Government Competition, 23 APPLIED ECON. 1603, 1608 (1991)).
56 Id
57 Id. at 43.
58 See Consumer/User Subcommittee finding, 1997 FAIRNESS AND ACCESS REPORT
at ix, 48.
59 Alaska Commission on Rural Governance and Empowerment, Rural
Governance Remains Unfinished Business in Alaska: A Call to Action i (Nov. 
2014), available at: http://www.ruralgov.org/.
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recognized the “unique and compelling justice needs of Alaska’s small and isolated 

villages,” stating that “[qjuite simply, for courts to effectively serve the needs of rural 

residents, justice cannot be something delivered in a far-off court by strangers, but 

something in which local people - those most intimately affected - can be directly and 

meaningfully involved.”60

Including rural residents in the state’s jury pool is one such way to ensure that all 

of Alaska’s residents can be directly and meaningfully involved in the administration of 

justice. Currently, more than 30 percent of Alaska’s Native community is excluded from 

jury service.61 To continue to deny residents of over 150 largely Native communities the 

opportunity to serve on juries only compounds decades of exclusion and the 

corresponding feelings of intimidation, distrust, perceived bias, and lack of faith in the 

justice system.62

II. THIS COURT MUST APPLY HEIGHTENED SCRUTINY TO A 
CLASSIFICATION THAT DENIES CITIZENS THE IMPORTANT RIGHT 
TO SERVE AS A JUROR.

Alaska’s sliding-scale test for analyzing equal protection claims is well- 

established: Once a party challenging a classification shows that similarly situated groups 

are treated differently by the State, the State has the burden of justifying the

Chief Justice Dana Fabe, The State of the Judiciary: A Message by Chief 
Justice Dana Fabe to the First Session of the Twenty-Eighth Alaskan 
LEGISLATURE 8 (Feb. 13, 2013), available at: http://courts.alaska.gov/soj/statel3.pdf.
61 At. Br. Appx. D at 15.
62 See 1997 FAIRNESS & ACCESS REPORT at ix, 48-49, 51, 82.
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discrimination.63 The more important the individual right that is infringed by a

discriminatory classification, the more important the State’s interest served by the

classification must be, and the closer the fit must be between the State’s interest and the

means it has chosen to achieve that end.64

The Ninth Circuit has characterized the right to be included in a jury selection plan

as a constitutional right.65 Other courts do not explicitly recognize jury participation as a

constitutional right, but courts uniformly regard it as an important individual right. One

federal judge, drawing heavily on U.S. Supreme Court pronouncements, declared: “Jury

service is one of the most prized Sprivilege[s] of citizenship.’”66 The court continued:

It is “an exercise of responsible citizenship by all members of the 
community, including those who otherwise might not have the opportunity 
to contribute to our civic life.” Powers v. Ohio, 499 U.S. 400, 402 (1991).
“The opportunity for ordinary citizens to participate in the administration of 
justice has long been recognized as one of the principal justifications for 
retaining the jury system.” Id. at 406 (citing Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S.
145, 147-58 (1968)). “Indeed, with the exception of voting, for most 
citizens the honor and privilege of jury duty is their most significant 
opportunity to participate in the democratic process.” Id. at 407. 
“Community participation in the administration of the criminal law, 
moreover, is not only consistent with our democratic heritage but is also 
critical to public confidence in the fairness of the criminal justice system.”
Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 530 (1975).67

See Planned Parenthood of the Great Northwest v. State, 375 P.3d 1122, 1137
(Alaska 2016).

" United States v. Cannady, 54 F.3d 544, 548 (9th Cir. 1995).
66 United States v. Conant, 116 F. Supp. 2d 1015, 1021 (E.D. Wis. 2000) (quoting
Thiel v. Southern Pac. Co., 328 U.S. 217, 224 (1946)).
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By excluding the citizens of over 150 communities spread across the state’s 

judicial districts,68 Alaska’s jury selection plan fails to honor those citizens’ rights to 

participate in the judicial branch of government except as litigants, victims, or 

witnesses.69 The right of all members of a community to serve on a jury is inextricably 

tied with the right of all those who are accused to be judged by a jury of their peers.70 71 

Thus, the governmental interests justifying an interference with that right must be 

relatively more compelling and the means to that end must be correspondingly closer 

than the interests and means that could justify a classification infringing on less important

71individual rights.

Although the court system has recognized that “[i]n theory all people in the state 

should be included in the jury pool,”72 unquestionably many still are excluded. The only 

justification ever offered for narrowly drawing the geographic lines for jury selection is 

cost savings.73 As Appellant correctly argues, an interest in saving money is never

At. Br. Appx. D at 15.
69 See generally Alvarado v. State, 486 P.2d 891, 904 (Alaska 1971) (discussing how 
the “community at large” and the “democratic ideal reflected in the processes of our 
courts” are harmed when substantial portions of the community are excluded from 
selection as jurors).
70 See Conant, 116 F. Supp. 2d at 1021.
71 See State, Dep’t of Revenue v. Cosio, 858 P.2d 621, 629 (Alaska 1993) (“As the 
right asserted becomes ‘more fundamental’ or the classification scheme employed 
becomes ‘more constitutionally suspect,’ the challenged law ‘is subjected to more 
rigorous scrutiny at a more elevated position on our sliding scale.’”) (quoting State v. 
Ostrosky, 667 P.2d 1184, 1193 (Alaska 1983)).
72 2007 Status Report at 20.
73 At. Br. Appx. B; AKPIRG JUROR EXCLUSION PROJECT at 2 (“[Cjourt 
administration emphasized that practical considerations of costs” such as “travel costs

17



sufficient to justify denying individuals’ important rights.74 Nor is there a sufficiently 

close fit between that goal - even if it were adequately weighty - and the means the State 

has chosen. Appellant offers a series of solutions that would increase jury participation 

by rural residents who are now entirely excluded without substantial additional cost to the 

State.75 Given the absence of any record evidence that the fifty-mile radius serves an 

important State interest, the jury selection system used in this case - and in other cases 

across Alaska - cannot pass equal protection scrutiny.

Conclusion

For the reasons offered above and those stated in the Appellant’s Brief, Amici 

Curiae Association of Village Council Presidents and the ACLU of Alaska request that 

this court hold that excluding 150 primarily Alaska Native villages from jury service 

violates the village residents’ rights to equal protection and due process.

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of February, 2017 at Anchorage, Alaska.

Erin Dougherty Lynch (ABA 08x1067) 
Native American Rights Fund

Susan Orlansky (ABA 8106042)
Tara A. Rich (pro hac vice motion forthcoming) 
ACLU of Alaska Foundation

and per diem for jurors” were the “relevant factors in the matter of deciding . . . from
which communities jurors would be selected.”); Committee recommendation 1(1), 1997 
FAIRNESS & ACCESS Report at 28 (“formally including every community in the jury 
pool would be prohibitively expensive”).
74

75

At. Br. 22. 
Id at 24-27.
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Post Office Box 101093 /Anchorage, Alaska 99510-1093 
(907)278-3661 FAX (907) 278-9300 :

CIR&DOC.
ALASKA STATE USBARV

Juror Exclusion Project

by Stephen Conn

This report is dedicated to the late Chief Justice George 
Boney whose vision of rural justice attracted the author to the 
srate and to court administrator Art Snowden who designed the state 
court system. Alaskans experience today.
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AK PIRG
ALASKA PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP

Post Office Box 101093 / Anchorage, Alaska 99510-1093 
(907) 278-3661 FAX (907) 278-9300

Have court rules resulted in exclusion of predominately native 
villages from participation on trial juries, with a loss of contact 
by urban courts with bush Alaska and loss of this important 
franchise to rural peoples? The court system determines which 
villages and towns will be assigned to courts for purposes of jury 
selection and which will be excluded. A preliminary investigation 
by AkPIHG reveals patterns of exclusion that impact significantly 
predominately native villages and court trials throughout the 
state.

In the mid-1970s administrative committees of the court called 
the magistrate advisory committees grappled wich the problem of 
court service to and participation by rural Alaska in Alaska legal 
process. Not only the future of the magistrate system in the 
villages, but also the issue of redistrioting the stats and the 
placement of trial courts was deliberated upon in cotnmi t tee 
sessions. The chief justice and bush prosecutors, public defenders, 
academics.magistrates and trial judges pondered the way that the 
then acknowledged gap between the bush and urban Alaska would be 
bridged by the court' system through new courr locations or 
traveling courts (as in Canada). Court decisions, chief among them 
Alvarado, .had acknowledged the differences between urban and bush 
Alaska and the importance of this difference to jury seiection. 
Jury selection from rural Alaska villages where crimes had been 
committed or where persons shared similar historical, racial, 
cultural and political experiences were deemed, essential to 
protection of constitutional rights of rural ■ defendants.. Rural 
participation in state legal process’as jurors and'aot defendants, 
victims and witnesses only was deemed essential to the 1egal 
socialization of rural persons whose legal experience had differed 
substantially from urban persons because of differing native 
cultures and because the Western law introduced in rural Alaska was 
different than urban Alaska.

At the same time, the court administration emphasized that 
practical considerations of cost and logistics (eg. housing for the 
court personnel, travel .costs and per diem for jurors) were 
relevant factors in the matter of deciding where trials were .to be 
held and from which communities jurors would be selected.

The result of these discussions within the court system and in 
conferences on bush justice was retention of the inherited 
territorial judicial districts with provision for new service areas 
for trial courts in Bethel and Barrow and administrative rules 
which guided courts in summoning juries.
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™fa|!0niclalSffcWe're t0 bje held in Predominately white cities and 
held* towns Mltil 3urors drawn from villages where court was not

vehicleef!r°^L^l3ataS- ^ i®bal“e'* between using the court as a 
ohsarvatfan 1/ socialization by encouraging participation and 
observation of trials and considerations of travel costs and 
expense has resulted in effective blacklisting of many Alaska 
communities and their citizens from participation in the jury 
process. The burden on a defendant to show that a trial in a 
distant urban center without selection of jurors from his home or 
regional community would affect the outcome of his trial has also 
become more weignty. See Hyatt v. State 778 p.2d 1169.

With no explicit intent to discriminate against rural Alaska 
natives, the operation of the.administrative rules adopted in 1975 
as lengthened the list of predominately native communities now 

^asslgned to courts for jury participation. For examnle the 
0,ta?r”ise eligible for jury participation in the

llg^to^^Va ^-nd'^naSai9aed haa iacreased from 2,111 in 
™"8rJn^19 Q°-eS n0t include communities assigned

to pnantom cour. locations waere courts no longer are posted.

In addition to villages beyond the fifty mile limit (t^irtv 
miles in the tnird judicial district) whose residents are not
a-r^ofuded'wa3 foVDur?oses juries, some conimunitieJ
* excluded because of expense even when within the established
geographic limits. Still others are assigned to court locations 
where courts are no longer iocated and rarely held.

£iafnt!S ^ur?r J,°Palati°n that they must be included for'defendant 
to enjoy an impartial jury of his. peers.This burden of proof is socharged^with6 comnfi\ *-* heId that an Alaska n^e who was
cbargeu witn commission of a crime on the tribal reserve of
Metiakatla could be tried in Ketchikan by a jur£ drawn from the

®, of that area without bringing in peode from Metlakatla
this despite the fact that defendant told'the coud that the
bel'oncT1t-o °per?tedu?der a tribal government. That dght does not 
b long to a potential juror once his community is excluded.

The net result of these cost-driven rules of ooeration has

pSiM.i'n -**« 3rfuu*«s:
th. par UclpluTa7s th;‘
participate in Alaska's governmental process we urat*
Justice to have either the Alaska stat^ CAle!
specially appointed panel reexamine the excluded community list to 
determine whether an unintended pattern of racial ^cultural



exclusion has resulted and to assure that the court rules do, in 
fact, balance rights to participate and rights to include rural 
perspectives against considerations of logistics and costs .

We urge the state human rights commission to work with the 
court to assure that decisions to exclude communities does not skew 
the panel of jurors away from racial and cultural patterns common 
to the community, especially where cities and towns where courts 
are located have gained in non-native population and excluded 
villages offer the only opportunity to regain balance in the jury 
pool .

For more information, contact AkFIRG Executive Director Steve 
Conn or Leanne Flickinger, State Jury Coordinator, 264-8210.
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AkPIHG Juror Exclusion Project

Conclusions-

Otherwise eligible Alaska Natives from predominately Alaska 
Native villages have been excluded from trial jury pools' in three 
ways :

B distance- in each judicial district, communities more than 50 
miles from the court (30 miles from courts in the third judicial 
district with the exception of Glenallen) have been excluded.

A cost- independent cost decisions by the presiding judges of 
the districts have eliminated communities within the 50 (or thirty) 
mile radius for reasons of costs to the court system. This category 
works the greatest impact on predominately nauive villages and on 
the numbers of Alaska natives in each district available for jury 
service.

C phantom courts- Thi 3 category ia the second and fourth 
judicial district includes communities where there no longer is^a 
courn and communities assigned to court 1 ocations that are never 
included in jury pools

The result of these exclusions is to eliminate 128 communities 
and their residents from jury service. This includes 3300 Alaska 
native jurors for cost decisions made independently of the 50 mile 
limits, 3704 native jurors because of distance and 2648 .native 
jurors assigned to phantom courts.

The chart that follows shows haw these exclusions cause the 
numbers of otherwise eligible Alaska native jurors in each judicial 
district to be substantial 1 y reduced. For example, more than 35 
percent of the 24 percent Alaska Native population in the fourth 

■ judicial district are excluded by these three processes.

Note that these figures used here are drawn from several 
sources. Population figures used by AkPIRG are drawn from the I-9-9G 
census. Juror count figures uspd-by the court system are drawn from 
permanent fund applications. Note also that this t study does not 
examine the impact of the court rule which allows Communities that 
are fifty miles or less from two court locations and are assigned 
to one'location and not the other. A hypothetical community that is 
fifty miles from an urban court and a rural court may be assigned 
to a rural court with the resultant loss of those Alaska natives to 
the jury pool of the urban court. This matter of assignment should 
be examined by the court system as it reviews the impact of its 
cost driven rules on jury composition.

The impact on jury pools has to be examined in each court 
location to be appreciated. For example, loss pf Metlakatla to the 
Ketchikan court eliminates the most significant Alaska native 
village and half of the eligible Alaska natives. Exclusion* of 
villages near Homer lowers the Alaska native pool from about 15 
percent to three percent.

i

i

I

i

i
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It is also important to understand that defendant's ability 
to challenge jury .pools when he seeks to include excluded villages 
is not easy. Post Alvarado cases require that he demonstrate that 
the community he seeks to include is a cognizable group with a 
clearly demarcated difference apparent among its members and that 
its exlcusion results in bias. This standard is a hard one to meet.

Equally difficult is a challenge by excluded communities and 
their citizens based on the right of Alaskans to participate in 
their court system.

For this reason/ AkPIRG seeks to encourage the court system 
to undertake a review o*f the exlcusions it has discovered so that 
cost considerations can be better balanced against the imnportance 
of inclusion of Alaska native villagers within the cress section of 
the community from which juries are drawn.

ir
if
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Community Population and Ethnic Composition by Judicial 
District was prepared by Laura Walters, Research Analyst. 
Municipal and Regional Assistance Division, Department of Regional 
and Community Affairs, at the request of- Stephen Conn. The 
communities were organised by judicial- district from;lists provided 
by the Division of Elections
(Rick Gazaway) by Steve Conn and Lew Baker of Alaska ' Public 
Interest Research Group. Information on the' left is current 
population (1995) estimates of the department of labor for 
population and persons 18 years and over. On the right are 
breakdowns from the 1990 census. Analysis focused on native and 
non-native popul ations 18 years and older (potential jury 
participants),

Walters may be reached at 4654752.
Papulation data was applied to lists of communities assigned 

to court locations or unassigned in the four judicial districts as 
supplied by Leanne Fiickinger, state jury coordinator, Alaska state 
court system (907) 264-8210. Susan Miller of the court sysuem
provided historical information on the magistrate advisory 
committees that dealt with delivery of judicial services to the 
rural communities when rules governing jury selection were 
promulgated.

Stephen Conn was assisted by Janet Campbel1, Lew 3aker and 
Nicole Allen in application of the poplaticr. data to the community 
lists provided by Fiickinger. Conn remains responsibl e for 
conclusions.





Excluded JUDICIAL DISTRICTS
Due To:

FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH

17.6% 76.3% 7.9% 24%
Natives 13+ years 
old as a percent of 
to'tal population

A
COST 11/771 2/340 12/1006 12/1183 Communities/ 

Natives 18+years
DECISIONS

3300 48.5% 94.1% 57.6% 89.96%
Natives 18+years 
old as a percent of 
jurors excluded

B 9/24 8/890 23/937 24/1853 Communities/ 
Natives 18+ years

DISTANCE

3704 9.4% 10.6% 11.18% 25.8%
Natives 18+ years 
old as a percent of 
jurors excluded

1

C 14/1467 13/1181 Communities/ 
Natives 18+ years

PHANTOM
COURTS

2648 89.3% 67.1%
Natives 18+years 
old as a percent of 
jurors excluded

TOTAL 10.49% 23.3% 11.18% 35.4%

Total of
Natives 18 + 
years old as a 
percent of 
jurors excluded

tfii
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FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT

EXCLUDED DUE TO A (Costs)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives

Coffman Cove 129 134 6
Edna Bay 48 61 0
Elfin Cove 46 39 3
Gustavus 244 160 4
Hyder 71 97 2
Kasaan 15 40 30
Metlakatla 951 875 711
Meyers Chuck 34 24 2
Point Baker 76 37 0
Tenakee 88 77 13
Whale Pass 10 44 0

TOTAL: 11 1712 1588 771
Total Percent

EXCLUDED DUE

VILLAGE

TO B (Distance)

NUMBER OF

48.5%

JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
i 990 Census
Natives

Cube Cove 2 108 13
Hobart Bay 4 142 11
Neets Bay 2 0 0
Water Fall 1 0 0

TOTAL 4 9 255 24j

Total Percent 9Afo

[ 10



SECQND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

EXCLUDED DUE TO A (Costs)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+years
1990 Census
Natives

Pilot Station 361 340

TOTAL: 1 361 340
Total Percent

EXCLUDED DUE

VILLAGE

TO B (Distance)

NUMBER OF

94.1%

JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives

Anaktuvuk Pass 148 142 117
Atqasuk 114 * 131 121
Council 3 0 0
Nuiqsut 180 189 173
Point Lay 97 110 89
Prudhoe bay 37 47 16
Shishamref 301 247 232
Marshall 163 142

TOTAL 8 880 1029 890
Total Percent 86.4%

EXCLUDED DUE TO C (Phantom Courts)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives* ■

Buckland 174 148 146 t~.
Deering 88 91 ' 86
Little Diomede 58 ill 102
Him 145 153 135
Golovin 82 88 78
Solomon 2 - -

White Mountain 118 101 86 .
Saint Michael 158 165 146
Stebbins 225 247 231
Brevig Mission 122 97 90
Teller 144 88 72
Shaktoslik 132 101 94
Wales 84 95 78
Kaktovik 136 157 123

TOTAL 14 1668 1642 1467
Total Percent 89.3%



THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

EXCLUDED DUE TO A (Costs)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+years
1990 Census
Natives

Akhiok 44 48 48
Cooper Landing 241 212 10
Ekwok 76 52 48
Halibut Cove 37 86 9
Larsen Bay 94 106 91
Nanwalek 84 80 70
New Stuyahok 247 242 231
Ninilchik 546 350 53
Old Habor 195 165 146
Ouzinkie 161 154 125
Port Graham 109 107 86
Port Lions 161 144 89
Twin Hills 39 33 26

TOTAL: 12 2, 034 1746 1006
Total Percent

EXCLUDED DUE

VILLAGE

TO B (Distance)

NUMBER OF

57.6 %

JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives

Alexander Creek 16 - -
Atka 48 . 43 38
Beluga 10 - r
Chenega Bay * 49 60 30

* Chiqnik 79 108
Chiqhik Lagoon 51 46 30
Chiqnik Lake 83 88 69
Chinak 61 49 4
Fritz Creek 199 907 34
Hope 120 124 0
Iqiuqiq 24 12 7
Hiamna 164 38 26
Ivanof 10 20 12
Kokhanok 94 100 92
Koliqanek 109 110 101
McCarthy 7 25 0
Nikolski 20 30 25
Nondalton 144 126 109



EXCLUDED DUE TO B (Distance) cont’d

Pedro Bay 41 21 21
Perryville 68 63 60
Pilot Point 62 37 31
Port Alsworih 52 34 0
Port Heiden 80 56 40
Slana 118 38 2
St. George Island 94 85 80
Talkeetna 725 180 7
Tyonek 121 84 72
Willow 929 170 0

TOTAL 28 3578 2654 937
Total Percent 11.18%

Third Judicial District 
1990 Jurors 219,436
Less Cost 217,690
Less Distance 215,036

Natives
17,378 7.9%
16,372
15,435 7.1%

ir
/t
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FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

EXCLUDED DUE TO A (Costs)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives

Beaver 72 61 48
Chalkyitsik 51 55 10
Circle 63 51 48
Crooked Creek 61 65 9
Holy Cross 148 149 91
Huslia 146 120 70
Kaitaq 137 130 231
Nulato 203 224 53
Tuiuksak 188 198 125
Venetie 154 109 86
Koyukuk, 78 71 89
Ruby 123 82 26

TOTAL: 12 1424 1315 886
Total Percent

EXCLUDED DUE

VILLAGE .

TO B (Distance)

NUMBER OF

8 9.96%

JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

Ail 18+years
1990 Census
Natives

Anvik 61 48 41
Arctic Village 84 58 52
Birch Creek 2 25 22
Dot Lake 50 35 ii, . 
Eek 166 164 154"
Flat 4 - 132
Goodnews Bay 155 144 112 '
Grayling 111 121 42
Hughes 50 44 254
Kipnik 311 264 164
Konqiqanak 174 170 175 I
Koniqillingok 191 181 7
Lake Minchumina 26 29 26
Lime Village 2 28 142
Minto 180 120 116
Paxson 150 - - .
Paltinum 29 46 43
Red Devil 32 33 19
Shaqeluk 45 83 79

[ 14 ]



FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT cont’d
Sleetmute 89 83 67
Stony River 78 31 31
Telida 37 - -
Tuntutuliak 1 175 164
Wiseman 193 - - •:

TOTAL 24 2229 2045 1853
Total Percent 90.6%

EXCLUDED DUE TO C (Phantom Courts)

VILLAGE NUMBER OF JURORS
Court Jury Count 1990 Census

All 18+ years
1990 Census
Natives

Betties 56 26 0
Galena 326 612 209
Koyukuk 78 71 69
Ruby 123 82 48
Manley Hot Springs 108 93 25
Chefomak 186 175 167
Newtok 145 117 107
Nightmute 100 114 110
Tooksook Bay 287 237 226
Rampart 52 52 52
Stevens Village . 62 58 : 58
Allakaket 115 98 91
Evansville * 25 19

TOTAL: 13 1638. 1760 1181
Total Percent ; 67.1%
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